trived signs of disease that their concocted story is intended to confirm. But although they act out a lie they seldom look like liars. They are usually intelligent, often respectable and sometimes highly respected. They should not be judged harshly, however, because their actions stem from a variety of stresses acting on their unusual personalities, that create an emotional turbulence that they are unable to deal with in more orthodox ways; in fact they need help, though they do not always get it.
The point I wish to make is that such patients almost certainly operate in every field of medicine and surgery, yet the literature on their activities is meagre. The Prosser White Oration that I had the honour to deliver (Lyell A, 1976, Clinical and Experimental Dermatology 1, 109) , to which Dr Sneddon kindly referred, dealt with the skin in relation to the syndrome of contrived disease. What is needed now is a much broader look at the subject of contrived disease in general, to supplement our present scanty information. It would make an interesting symposium. Yours sincerely ALAN LYELL
I November 1977
Psychopathology of sexual behaviour
From Dr M S Lipsedge and Dr J Christie Brown London W1
Dear Sir, Professor Watson and his colleagues (November Proceedings, pp 789-792) propose a useful framework within which the diverse features of sexual psychopathology can be organized. In reviewing a series of 13 transexual patients; they report that they have not yet seen a 'gender male with female anatomy who wants to relate homosexually to males'. We would like to report such a case: a sixteen year old schoolgirl, slightly hirsute, wearing lipstick and normal female clothes. She has repeatedly expressed a strong wish to become a male homosexual. When asked what she meant by this, she states that she would like to have a penis which she could insert into the anus of a man. She has masturbation fantasies of sodomizing men, or of mutual masturbation with men in which she takes a dominant role. She says 'I would use a man as ifhe were a woman'.
As a child she played with dolls, wore girls' clothes and had no wish to cross-dress. She was not a tom-boy. She recalls vague ideas of wishing to be a man from the age of about 5 or 6 years, but she only became intensely preoccupied with this after her first menstrual period, when she was 10 years old. She recalls being lonely and always played by herself. She had many 'phantom friends' such as Frankenstein, Dracula and Satan. Her heroes were figures 'detested by others, people who were left out'. She said that she would have adored Hitler if he had been a homosexual, but would have despised him if he had been ashamed of his sexual inclination. She regrets that her own father is not a homosexual. At the age of 5 or 6 years she disliked seeing intimate physical contact between men and women. She despises people who lead conventional lives, i.e. who are married and have children.
Her best friend is an effeminate male homosexual. She plans to write a book or a film about male (not female) homosexuals. The aim of the film would be to depict them as heroes, and there would be explicit scenes of sexual intercourse between men. The hero would either be strong and kill people, or he would be weak and effeminate and people would despise him. The person she most admires at the present is a female impersonator, whose autograph she treasures, especially as he picked her out from among a crowd of male admirers at the stage door.
" Such cases are hard to fit into any framework. In normal people sex object choice and psychological gender are concordant, as they also appear to be in most transexuals who seek sexual relationships that accord with their psychological gender. In many homosexuals however, psychological gender corresponds with anatomy, while object choice is reversed. In the patient we have described there is a psychological gender disorder, without a complete and parallel object choice reversal. in that as an anatomical female she desires sexual relations with men, albeit homosexual ones.
These confusing matters may at least remind us that the development of psychological gender and sex object choice have somewhat different roots. Dear Sir, One of the first questions I am usually asked by newly appointed house officers is to explain our policy on the management of overdoses. This is entirely appropriate in a unit in which admissions for poisoning have risen from
